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Quant Shop Touts High Sharpe Ratio
A quantitative-investment shop whose machine-learning 

program generates an unusually high Sharpe ratio has begun 
marketing a hedge fund.

Gammon Capital, led by Michael Mescher, runs about $20 
million in separate accounts it began trading in July 2015. Since 
May, Gammon has relied on an algorithmic-trading system de-
veloped by Iota Technology — a system that has performed so 
well that last month Mescher acquired the business and can-
celed Iota’s contracts with other traders. Iota founder Larry 
Richards, who oversaw the development of more than 1 million 
lines of computer code, is now Gammon’s chief technology of-
ficer.

Armed with Richards’ software, Gammon plans to begin 
trading a commingled fund in the second quarter. Mescher is 
telling investors that since adopting Iota’s system, his Sharpe 
ratio — a measure of his accounts’ risk-adjusted returns — has 
been a lofty 3.33, compared to 1.1 previously. Sharpe ratios 
above 1 generally are considered good.

The Iota system, which took five years to develop, employs 
multiple approaches to securities analysis across a range of asset 
classes, along with a machine-learning tool that selects which 
strategies to deploy under various market scenarios. Through 
Oct. 31, Gammon was up 14.3% year-to-date. It gained 15.5% 
during the last six months of 2015.

Before setting up his own shop last year, Mescher was a part-
ner at Ronin Capital. He had joined Ronin in 2013 from Bar-
clays, where he ran a volatility-trading strategy focused on the 
stocks of companies involved in merger discussions and other 
special situations.

Richards founded Iota in 2011. He previously worked at 

Alcatel-Lucent in Japan and Taiwan. A third member of Gam-
mon’s management team, machine-learning specialist David 
Wilt, also joined from Iota. Gammon has a total staff of about 
eight. 
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Upstarts Pioneer New Forms of Incentive FeesAs blue-chip � rms including Brevan Howard, Caxton Associates and Tudor 

Investment make headlines by marginally trimming their fees, a few smaller man-
agers are experimenting with entirely di� erent approaches to charging investors for 
performance.

Instead of taking cuts of their clients’ pro� ts based on a � at rate — traditionally 
20% — Bluegrass Capital, Marchese Investments and other managers are structur-
ing their performance fees based on risk-adjusted returns. Marchese, for example, 
is o� ering his separate-account clients the option of paying him incentive compen-
sation equal to a multiple of his Sharpe ratio.“To me, it seems like a no-brainer considering the pushback on fee structures,” 
said the 20-year-old Julian Marchese, who is running $5 million following an early 
departure from New York University. “Investors don’t care about the absolute return 

See FEES on Page 4Chilton Investors Endure Double-Digit DeclineIt’s shaping up to be a bad year for Chilton Investment.
� rough Oct. 31, the � agship Chilton Investment Partners fund, managed by 

veteran stock-picker Richard Chilton, was down 14.6% year-to-date, compared to a 
5.9% increase for the S&P 500 Index.In fact, all of the funds run by the Stamford, Conn., equity manager were show-
ing year-to-date losses. Chilton QP European Partners was down 3.4%, versus a 2% 
rise for the MSCI Europe Local Net Total Return Index; Chilton Small Cap & Mid 
Cap Partners was down 4.6%, versus a 9.4% gain for the S&P 400 Mid Cap Index; 
and Chilton UCITS-Global Strategies was down 9.5%, versus a 5.3% gain for the 
MSCI All-Country World Index.Portfolio manager Frederic Gautier oversees the European-stock fund, while 
Richard Chilton manages the small/mid cap fund and UCITS vehicle.

Founded in 1992, Chilton earned a reputation for deep fundamental research
See CHILTON on Page 4Trump’s Stance on Volcker Rule Poses ThreatWhile the election of Donald Trump has industry professionals buzzing about 

the prospect of less regulation and more deal-making, some also are pointing to 
a potentially negative consequence for hedge funds: a repeal of the Volcker Rule.Trump’s campaign platform called for rolling back the Dodd-Frank Act, of which Volcker is among the most controversial pro-visions. � e rule, which took e� ect in July 2015, imposes strict limits on the amount 

of proprietary capital banks can put at risk via their own trading desks or invest-
ments in hedge funds.Volcker e� ectively removed banks as competitors to stand-alone fund opera-
tions and sent legions of talented bank prop traders into the job market — many 
of whom were snapped up by hedge funds. � e concern now is that if Volcker gets
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Aristotle Capital has hired a portfolio manager to head its technology-stock investments. � e recruit, Jaimin Soni, arrived in the Los Angeles equity shop’s New York o  ̈ ce in October from a portfolio-manager post at Deutsche Asset Management, where he had started in 2013. He was at Bank of America before that. Aristotle is led by Howard Gleicher. It has $10.9 billion under management.
Paulson & Co. has shuttered its Hong Kong outpost while trimming its London sta�  in recent days — moves sources attribute to a steady decline in the � rm’s assets. It’s unclear how many employees were in the two locations, which were Paulson’s only o  ̈ ces outside New York. What’s known is that a small team is transferring to New York from the Hong Kong o  ̈ ce, which handled only marketing functions, and that the London group shrank by half. Paulson had 130 employees at the 
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� e next issue of Hedge Fund Alert will be published Nov. 30. Happy � anksgiving!


